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CHAPTER I 

THE IMPLACABLE 'I' 

Since the publication of Samuel Pepys's diary in 

1825, published diaries have encountered a receptive read

ing audience. However, early attempts (from the 1920s 

through the 1950s) to study the diary as a genre were 

marred by uncertainty about what type of writing the diary 

was—literature, history, or a peculiar species of auto

biography? Was it, in fact, a genre that was worthy of 

serious examination? Because of this uncertainty, avid 

readers of diaries and diary "specialists" were content to 

smile at the charm of these works, not attempting to assess 

them, claiming that their very nature defied definition and 

systematic study. Such a lackadaisical attitude condemned 

the diary to the legions of the quaint and the antiquarian, 

and encouraged a perception of diary writing as an amateur

ish attempt at literary self-expression. However, the 

current generation of diary theorists has begun to consider 

the diary a unique genre of self-writing with a definite 

evolutionary history, a conscious form of expression, and 

an intrinsic value beyond the love of the trivial. 

The first generation of critics who attempted a 

serious study of the diary failed to recognize that diary 
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writing has a history marked by growth and development of 

the form. The works of Kate O'Brien, Arthur Ponsonby, aiid 

William Matthews (all pioneers in the field of diary schol

arship) are largely anthologies of diary excerpts presented 

in chronological order with no real critical commentary or 

systematic evaluation. Instead, O'Brien, Ponsonby, and 

Matthews tend to "evaluate" diaries with a sentimental eye 

toward the trivial. Ponsonby expresses the typical view

point when he comments: 

We recognize the joys, the little vanities, the dis
appointments, the exaggerated ambitions, the broken 
resolutions. We can enter into the trivial pleasures 
and petty miseries of daily life—the rainy day, the 
blunt razor, the new suit, the domestic quarrel, the 
bad night, the twinge of toothache, the fall from a 
horse, the newly purchased book, the good meal, the 
oversharp criticism, the irritating relation, the 
child's maladies, the exasperating servant.2 

Such matters may be quite entertaining, but they do little 

to advance serious study of the form. Contemporary diary 

theorist Roger Fothergill counters this reductive view with 

a description of the diary's development through the cen

turies. Such a description is necessary because it recog

nizes the diary as a form worthy of examination, instead 

of merely commenting on the personality of the diarist. 

Diary writing has its roots in collections of per

sonal writings that have existed for centuries: travel 

journals, historic journals, confessionals, and personal 

jottings of daily activities. Those who study diaries 

point to Samuel Pepys's diary, which was begun in 1660, as 



the first real masterpiece—a lively, yet objective, pano

ramic view of what it was like to be Samuel Pepys, the 

seventeenth-century Londoner. Other seventeenth-century 

diarists were inspired by the Puritan religious tradition 

to keep more introspective, spiritual diaries that encour

aged frequent self-examination. In the eighteenth century, 

diary writing became increasingly popular and more secular, 

and the diaries of this era were marked by a desire to 

maintain accounts and records, coupled with the belief 

that the regular keeping of a diary instilled discipline 

and order and led to self-improvement. The nineteenth cen

tury's increasing interest in the individual and the pub

lished diaries of Samuel Pepys and Samuel Johnson led to 

the diary's arrival as an established form. Nineteenth-

century diarists were much more conscious of a potential 

audience and a "correct" form than their predecessors, so 

the diary of the nineteenth century became more and more 

composed. Many people practiced the fine art of diary 

writing, and it became a quaint literary activity associ

ated with sentimental women, aspiring poets, and adventure-

seeking explorers and soldiers. By the middle of the 

nineteenth century, a serious diarist could not be certain 

that his diary would not be published. The diary of the 

twentieth century is most frequently called a journal, and 

it is regarded primarily as a tool for making the private, 
4 

subjective self available to the individual. The new 



journal "makes it possible for one part of ourselves to 

write and one to read, so that one part may ask and one may 

answer, one may act and one may reflect, one may explore 

and one may comprehend the exploration."^ Today journal 

workshops abound, and "how-to-keep-a-journal" books are 

available in libraries and bookstores. In short, through 

the centuries the diary developed as a book of the self, 

satisfying the individual's need to record, reflect, and 

compose. 

Since there is a recognizable history of diary writ

ing accessible to the public at large, we can conclude that 

later generations read earlier diaries and came into con

tact with established forms, so the diarist has conventions 

of expression that he draws upon. These conventions of 

expression are probably best explained by beginning with a 

description of what, exactly, a diary is. According to 

William Matthews, a diary is "a personal record of what 

interested the diarist, usually kept day by day, each day's 

record being self-contained and written soon after the 

events occurred, the style usually being free from organ-

ized exposition." This is a good working definition 

because it is general enough to account for the diversity 

of the genre while establishing some definite guidelines 

for describing who writes diaries, what goes in them, and 

what constitutes their "proper" form. 



A diary is a personal record, theoretically written 

only for the eyes of the diarist. The form presupposes 

some degree of literacy, not literary talent, so a wide 

variety of people in all social classes and a multitude of 

professions are diarists, although the form is tradition

ally associated with women and creative artists. Of course 

many people have an urge to sift through their experiences, 

but keepers of diaries appear to have a compulsive need to 

write things down, not necessarily because they have an 

excessive amount of free time but because they want to. 

They "are interested in themselves, they are watching them

selves journeying along the road of life. . . . They are 
7 

awake, alert, and alive to all that concerns them. . . . " 

The typical diarist is interested in himself, his world, 

and his relationship or position within that world. Not 

content with being an observer, he is also a chronicler who 

has an awareness of the flight of time and asserts the 

value of the single life span. 

Because the diarist records what is of interest to 

him at the time, and because he is writing at frequent 

intervals (typically, but not always, on a daily basis), 

what is important one day may not be important the next. 

Consequently, the diarist jumps from one topic to another— 

often within a single entry—feeling no urgent need to 

unify, arrange, or explain contradictions. Still, the 

diarist's subject matter tends to fall under particular 



headings. In his English Diaries, Arthur Ponsonby offered 

the following list of the diarist's favorite topics: 

1. personal health 

2. the weather 

3. food and drink 

4. domestic details 

5. spiritual life 

6. scenery and travel 

7. accounts of royalty and celebrities 

8. social life 

9. books 

10. personal records of births, deaths, marriages, 

and expenditures 

11. clothes 

12. accidents 

13. public, political, and social events 

14. wars 

15. sports and games 

16. professional work 

17. anecdotes and quotations 

18. gossip and scandal 

The variety of material and the fragmentary nature 

of the diarist's method (which is supposed to be free from 

organized exposition) caused early diary theorists to pre

suppose that there were no conventions of method, organ

ization, or style, and consequently, no ways to measure a 
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aiary s merit. How could something written over a period 

of time—something so interrupted, unfocused, haphazard, 

and so often trivial—be judged? Even though diaries are 

obviously a type of life-writing, they were considered 

unworthy of the name autobiography because they do not con

form to the conventional idea of what an autobiography 

should be; that is, they are not carefully composed works 

written from one point in time with an eye toward present

ing a single, unified portrait: 
Autobiographies are nearly all literary works, written 
for publication and having, though rarely acknowledg
ing, a literary parentage. There is not too much exag
geration in saying that they usually present type 
portraits made up of a careful selection of personal 
details. There is, it must be admitted, something of 
this selectiveness and patterning in diaries, 
too. . . . But a diarist rarely maintains one view 
of himself, and a diary which has a consistent pattern 
is a literary work and no diary at all. Any true diary 
includes a multitude of details about daily thoughts, 
emotions, and actions which would be pruned out in the 
careful topiary of a biography or autobiography. The 
diarist can see only the pattern of a day, not the pat
tern of a lifetime; if he is a true diarist, one day is 
likely to be at odds with another for any reader who 
thinks of people as having fixed characters. People in 
diaries, like people in real life, are prone to do and 
to think a variety of odd contrary things that would be 
regarded as inconsistent and inartistic in the pat
terned behavior of literature, biography, or autobiog
raphy. . . .10 

Certainly the diary is by nature a fragmented, dis

orderly genre, but every diary has one obvious unifying 

device—it ultimately focuses on the diarist. As Joan 

Didion, a modern-day diary keeper, says, " . . . however 

dutifully we record what we see around us, the common 
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denominator of all we see is always, transparently, shame

lessly, the implacable 'I'." Furthermore, Ponsonby's 

list of the eighteen most common topics of diarists is 

actually quite useful because these subjects often act as 

unifying devices within the diary. The diarist cannot 

record all the details of his life, so he selects the 

details that are a part of the principal view he has of 

himself and records them in his diary. Everything he 

records, whether related to his inner or outer life, is 

filtered through the "I." And despite the attitude of 

early diary theorists that there is no concern for con

tinuity within the diary, the very act of keeping a diary 

often causes the individual diarist to achieve a heightened 

awareness of patterns and designs at work within his life. 

This, in turn, imparts to the diary a subtle structure com-

12 plete with recurring themes and movements. Consequently, 

every diary is "unified" to some degree and ultimately con

veys a persona or self-drawn portrait of the diarist. 

Roger Fothergill, one of the new diary theorists who is 

systematically evaluating the diary as a genre, calls this 

persona an imprint—"the mark on the page left by a person 

1- . „13 living. 

In addition, even though a diary is not a traditional 

"artistic" work, the diarist gradually establishes his own 

style and method: most write short entries, although 

lengths of entries are by no means uniform; some write 
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faithfully on a daily basis, while others write only spo

radically; some have a regular time set aside for diary 

writing, while others must rely on squeezing in random 

moments; some write carefully in expensive leather-bound 

volumes, while others grab whatever is within reach. What

ever the case, each diarist establishes his own pattern and 

normally adheres to it quite fastidiously. Even the indi

vidual entries begin to take on organizational patterns: 

the diarist may summarize and coimnent on the day's events, 

or he may have planned very definitely what he wants to 

write before sitting down with paper and pen. In theory, 

the diarist scribbles random notes aimlessly with neither 

a plan nor a sense of direction. In practice, the diarist 

often has a conscious sense of composition; he sets aside 

periods of time to write in his "book" about and for the 

self, selecting the details and experiences which he wants 

to record, calling upon the conventions of the form. 

Given a history of diary writing complete with its 

own conventions of subject matter, focus, and form, and an 

audience of potential diarists who, since the middle of the 

nineteenth century, has read diaries, is attracted to the 

form, and is willing to make a commitment of time and 

energy to write for whatever purpose, we can destroy the 

myth of the diary as an entirely spontaneous outflow of 

human emotions, view it as a conscious effort on the part 

of the writer, and begin to evaluate the diary as a work 
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with aesthetic value. Surely diaries have merits to people 

other than antiquarians and lovers of gossip. 

If we broaden our view of autobiography and allow the 

form to develop through the years—just as we have allowed 

fiction and poetry to go beyond the traditional boundaries 

established in earlier centuries—we can consider the diary 

a distinctive type of autobiography that offers the reader 

a unique perception of character because it is composed at 

regular intervals and because its form is closer to the 

actual rhythms of human experience. A diary is a tempera

ture chart of a single life, a record of the ups and downs 

of living, recorded frequently over a long period of time. 

If we accept the diary as a different form of autobiography 

rather than a grocery list of human thought and activity, 

then the diary has important implications for the study of 

life-writing (traditional autobiography, biography, and 

memoir writing), and for the study of human character. The 

diary's special form, with its regular intervals of compo

sition and fluctuations of temperament and subject matter, 

offers something not found in the traditional" autobiog

raphy: a portrait without a fixed sense of closure. The 

subject in question is alive on the page. We experience 

his life as he experienced it, not as he later shaped it 

from one point in time. 

As diaries become an accepted genre of life-writing, 

we can begin to evaluate them according to the individual 
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diarist's ability to use the diary form to express his 

experience of life and his sense of self. We can re

evaluate older diaries, studying the individual's percep

tion of himself and his world and seeing how that percep

tion and the language of self-writing have changed through 

the centuries. With this knowledge, we can approach the 

diaries that are appearing in print in our time as legit

imate life records instead of dismissing them as another 

mass of entertaining but generally useless material, 

thereby missing an opportunity for increased understanding 

of the individual in question. In an age when publishers 

are eager to print the private papers of anyone who is even 

remotely prominent, if the diary of a major figure appears, 

we should sit up and take notice or we may let a wealth of 

information slip through our fingers. The diary of 

Virginia Woolf, for example, has been virtually neglected 

as a subject of serious study, despite the "Woolf mania" 

among literary critics. The editing and publication of her 

diary was the publishing event of the 1970s and 1980s as 

far as diaries are concerned, yet only a handful of arti

cles have attempted to assess it, in spite of the rave 

reviews of critics and the assertion of Quentin Bell, 

Woolf's nephew, that it is "a masterpiece." Because 

there is no complete Woolf autobiography and because 

researchers are clamoring for information that will add to 

our understanding of her work and life, it makes sense to 
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take a closer look at her diary to discover what is in it 

and to evaluate it as a book of the self and as a life 

record. 
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CHAPTER II 

PORTRAITS OF AN ARTIST 

When Virginia Woolf died in 1941, she left a legacy 

of written work. In addition to her novels, short stories, 

and essays, she left behind thousands of letters, stacks of 

reading notebooks, and volumes of diaries. She was a com

pulsive writer who saw in everything a potential for writ

ing, and although she was a meticulous craftsman who worked 

and re-worked her prose, she also loved writing for the 

simple pleasure of putting pen to paper. This love of 

writing is especially illustrated by the thirty manuscript 

volumes of Woolf's diaries that are housed in the Berg 

Collection of the New York Public Library. These volumes 

indicate that she was a dedicated diarist who made a reg

ular, conscious effort to write about herself and her per

ceptions of her world, using the diary as a personal record 

of her life. When anyone keeps a diary for an extended 

period of time, it becomes a statement; it is an assertion 

of the individual ego--a way of saying, "I am important, 

and what I see and feel is important." And when a writer 

keeps such a record, it receives even closer attention 

because it is still another work, another "composition" of 

the creative artist. 

14 
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Virginia Woolf, or more correctly, Virginia Stephen 

began her first diary on 3 January 1897, just before her 

fifteenth birthday, and she continued the practice through 

1 January 1898. Between 1898 and 1915, she kept a variety 

of notebooks (at least five) in which she practiced the 

art of writing. Instead of day-to-day journals, these were 

actually workbooks in which she composed paragraphs and 

essays about people and events. On 1 January 1915, 

Virginia Woolf, now married to Leonard Woolf for just over 

two years, began keeping another regular record of her 

life, but this effort lasted only through 15 February 1915. 

She turned to diary writing again on 3 August 1917, this 

time in earnest: from this date until the time of her 

death in 1941, she kept a regular diary. 

Woolf's earliest diary and her first writing note

books have not been published, but they are housed in the 

Berg Collection. However, the thirty manuscript volumes 

which contain the whole of Woolf's diaries from 1915 to 

1941 have been edited by Anne Olivier Bell, the wife of 

Virginia Woolf's nephew, Quentin Bell. Volumes one through 

four, covering the years 1915 to 1935, have been published 

in England and the United States, and the fifth volume 

(1936 to 1941) has just been published in England. With 

the publication of this latest addition to the Virginia 

Woolf canon, our understanding of her work and life is sure 

to be enriched. The complete work allows us to evaluate 
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the diary as a book, the final Virginia Woolf book that 

remained unpublished for so many years. 

Granted, we have had a glimpse into Virginia Woolf's 

diaries since 1953, when Leonard Woolf compiled extracts 

from them in a volume he called A Writer's Diary. A criti

cal success, it is still used as a reference guide. In 

assessing A Writer's Diary, Jane Moffat and Charlotte 

Painter, authors of Revelations: Diaries of Women, com

mented: "Anyone interested in what a writer's life is like 

will find the answer in her diary: the daily routine, the 

self-doubts, the emotional risks, the exacting personal 

severity, and always the voice of the potential critic 

hovering over the typewriter." However, some people might 

mistakenly conclude that A Writer's Diary is an adequate 

description of Woolf's life and an accurate reflection of 

her image, ignoring the fact that it is a book of excerpts, 

failing to consider that it might not be representative of 

the whole diary. But Leonard Woolf himself recognized the 

limitations of publishing diary extracts, and he mentioned 

these limitations in his Preface to A Writer's Diary. 

According to Woolf, when another person selects and pres

ents only a part of a diary, the image of the diarist is 

often distorted and one-sided; readers must deal with the 

editor's selected rendering on top of the writer's. Never

theless, he elected to publish the work, largely as a 

loving memorial or tribute to his wife. His reason for 
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publishing the book is also clearly expressed in his 

Preface: 

She [Virginia Woolf] was, I think, a serious artist and 
all her books are serious works of art. The diaries at 
least show the extraordinary energy, persistence, and 
concentration with which she devoted herself to the art 
of writing and the undeviating conscientiousness with 
which she wrote and rewrote and again rewrote her 
books.-̂  

Therefore, Leonard Woolf had a definite purpose for pub

lishing A Writer's Diary other than wanting her diaries to 

be made public. He created a portrait of his wife the way 

he wanted her to be remembered, so the focus of the work is 

Virginia Woolf, creative artist. 

To achieve this focus, Leonard Woolf selected entries 

that met the following criteria: 

1. entries about her works 

2. entries commenting on books she was reading 

3. writing exercises within the diary 

4. scenes which showed how her life was the raw 

material of her art. 

Thus he extracted "practically everything which referred to 
4 

her own writing." In addition, he understandably wanted 

to avoid offending many people mentioned in Woolf's diaries 

who were still alive in 1953: Clive and Vanessa Bell, 

T. S. Eliot, E. M. Forster, David Garnett, Duncan Grant, 

John Lehmann, Vita Sackville-West, and the family of Lytton 

Strachey, among others. Consequently, he omitted most of 

the references to these people unless the references were 
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part of a significant passage eUaout Virginia Woolf's 

writing; and if such a reference to a living person was 

slightly derogatory, he simply inserted an X in place of 

the person's name. 

These comments are not meant to suggest either that 

A Writer's Diary is necessarily censored in a pejorative 

sense or that Leonard Woolf had sinister ulterior motives 

in compiling the wprk. However, they are meant to remind 

the reader that A Writer's Diary is merely a glimpse into 

Virginia Woolf's diary. It is not a true diary. Because 

it is composed of extracts, the wider range of people, 

emotions, and scenes of expression is missing. Someone 

reading A Writer's Diary is more likely to use it only as 

an encyclopedic type of-reference tool, looking up a par

ticular work in the index and referring to the diary 

entries that will shed light on that portion of her life's 

work. And A Writer's Diary is an excellent reference guide 

for these purposes. 

What A Writer's Diary lacks, though, is the scope, 

liveliness, and continuity of the full diary. Because it 

concentrates on Woolf's sensitivity to criticism, her 

anxious reading of reviews, and her struggles while writ

ing, A Writer's Diary provides a distorted portrait of 

Virginia Woolf that still surfaces again and again in Woolf 

criticism and biography—the portrait of "the invalid lady 

of Bloomsbury," to borrow a phrase from E. M. Forster. 
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Doubts and insecurities are a normal part of any writer's 

career, but because these extracts are severed from the 

current of Woolfs daily life, the doubts and insecurities 

appear even more ominous. Reading A Writer's Diary leaves 

us with the impression that Woolf was a frail, "precious" 

woman who sat at her writing table all day and did little 

else other than brood about her writing, never budging from 

either her chair or her pen. This image of Woolf is rein

forced by two widely read Woolf biographies: Aileen 

Pippett's The Moth and the Star, which portrays Woolf as 

the cringing, tormented artist, and Quentin Bell's two-

volume work, Virginia Woolf, which manages to make Leonard 

Woolf the indefatigable heroic protector who nurses his mad 

but talented wife, forever doing battle with the forces of 

insanity. The whole diary allows the reader the pleasure 

of piecing together his own version of the Virginia Woolf 

portrait, and placed beside the complete diary, A Writer's 

Diary seems almost melodramatic. Now that the volumes of 

her diary from 1915 to 1935 have been published, we can 

compare the actual diary with the entries that Leonard 

Woolf chose to publish and see the pitfalls of viewing 

A Writer's Diary as a miniature version of Virginia Woolf's 

whole diary, although we must still rely on A Writer's 

Diary for the years 1936 to 1941 until volume five is 

readily available to American audiences. 
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A simple tabulation of numbers of entries illustrates 

just how selective Leonard Woolf was in compiling his work 

(see Table 1). In addition, the entries in A Writer's 

Pi.̂ Ĵ V are not complete versions of the originals. tVhen he 

compiled the work, Leonard Woolf's usual practice was to 

include an abbreviated version of the original entry, 

omitting, at times, great chunks of information that 

Virginia Woolf chose to record on a given day. In at least 

one instance, he combined entries, giving no indication 

that he had done so. (Parts of the 29 September 1924 entry 

in Anne Olivier Bell's edition of the diary are included in 

the 7 September 1924 entry in A Writer's Diary.) The 

following examples show how easily this method of extrac

tion can alter the tone of the original. Leonard Woolf's 

extracted entry for 6 September 1922 reads as follows: 

My proofs come every other day and I could depress 
myself adequately if I went into that. The thing now 
reads thin and pointless; the words scarcely dint the 
paper; and I expect to be told I've written a graceful 
fantasy, without much bearing upon real life. Can one 
tell? Anyhow, nature obligingly supplies me with the 
illusion that I am about to write something good; some
thing rich and deep and fluent, and hard as nails, 
while bright as diamonds. 

I finished Ulysses and think it a mis-fire. Genius 
it has, I think; but of the inferior water. The book 
is diffuse. It is brackish. It is pretentious. It is 
underbred, not only in the obvious sense, but in the 
literary sense. A first rate writer, I mean, respects 
writing too much to be tricky; startling; doing stunts. 
I'm reminded all the time of some callow board school 
boy, full of wits and powers, but so self-conscious and 
egotistical that he loses his head, becomes extrava
gant, mannered, uproarious, ill at ease, makes kindly 
people feel sorry for him and stern ones merely annoyed; 
and one hopes he'll grow out of it; but as Joyce 
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TABLE 1 

YEARLY TABULATION OF ENTRIES IN 
THE DIARY OF VIRGINIA WOOLF 

AND A WRITER'S DIARY 

Number of Entries Printed 
in the Complete Edition 

of Woolf's Diary 

36 

108 

113 

65 

62 

52 

45 

32 

28 

33 

49 

35 

30 

45 

68 

72 

77 

65 

80 

128 

Year 

Number of Entries Printed 
in Leonard'Woolf's 
A Writer's Diary 

1915 

1917 

1918 

1919 

1920 

1921 

1922 

1923 

1924 

1925 

1926 

1927 

1928 

1929 

1930 

1931 

1932 

1933 

1934 

1935 

1936 

1937 

1938 

1939 

1940 

1941 

0 

0 

5 

17 

10 

13 

16 

8 

10 

21 

20 

23 

20 

14 

20 

25 

19 

34 

32 

49 

25 

23 

27 

23 

60 

8 
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is 40 this scarcely seems likely. I have not read it 
carefully; and only once; and it is very obscure; so no 
doubt I have scamped the virtue of it more than is 
fair. I feel that myriads of tiny bullets pepper one 
and spatter one; but one does not get one deadly wound 
straight in the face—as from Tolstoy, for instance; 
but it is entirely absurd to compare him with Tolstoy. 

The original entry, which was considerably longer, con

cluded with these two paragraphs. The paragraphs which 

preceded them in the actual entry for 6 September 1922 were 

more decidedly upbeat: 

Visitors leave one in tatters; yet with a relish 
for words. Phrases roll on my tongue—which, really, 
one can't produce for the delectation of my mother in 
law & Flora; who are now on their way back to Lewes; 
Carrington & Partridge being on their way to Chidding-
ley; the Sangers being on their way up Asheham Hill; & 
Lytton beginning to consider being on his way here. 

We had our premeditated interview last night, with 
Ralph lying on the bed up here. Did his face show any 
change as Leonard went on—very forcible, measured, & 
impersonal. 'Things have been unsatisfactory in my 
opinion' & so on. Ralph put up no more defence than a 
flock of sheep, which is disarming. So it is too to 
find him privately so enthusiastic about the H.P. that 
he could not contemplate any other career. I think it 
shapes itself into his becoming our printer; We take on 
Whitall as partner; & so start again—for ever. He is 
ready to face for ever, if we are, & money difficulties 
can be arranged. It is clear that he must live in 
London. Carrington is going to sit out his infideli
ties; which she does with her lips tight shut. She is 
going to paint. But she will never be a young woman 
again. 

We had a great chatter party on Monday—Maynard, 
Nessa, Duncan, the Sangers. But how could I repeat 
the talk? It was a success though, save for the dim 
grey weather. Maynard is going to build a house: N. 
& D. are going to draw an income for 10 years from it. 
It is to be a hotel, perfectly appointed, in a field 
off Beanstalk Lane—8 suites of rooms, with 8 bath
rooms, kitchens, waterclosets, surrounding a courtyard; 
in short a Peacock novel in stone; soon filled with the 
characters. No doubt we have re-arranged life almost 
completely. Our parents were mere triflers at the 
game—went to the grave with all the secret springs 
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unpressed. Maynard, besides being our greatest living 
economist, has a dancer for mistress, & is now prepar
ing to stage a Mozart ballet, with 13 nimble dancers; 
interviews the Coliseum Manager; is an expert at con
tracts; knows the points of dancers, & can tell you all 
about the amours at the Imperial academy at Petersburg. 
Then Duncan is going to dance with Lydia. And Roger— 
but I need not go through the list; for my point is the 
same—we have all mastered the art of life, & very fas
cinating it is. Am I not about to manufacture coloured 
papers?^ 

A Writer's Diary, then, is as much Leonard Woolf's 

book as it is Virginia Woolfs: the entries were carefully 

selected and trimmed to assemble a set portrait. In a 

sense, the work is Leonard Woolfs "portrait of the artist." 

It is an excellent, invaluable reference guide for those 

interested in reading about the genesis of Virginia Woolfs 

works; however, if we wish to study Virginia Woolf as a 

diarist, A Writer's Diary is inadequate because it is not 

a diary. Because it imposes a theme or a focus and gives 

the impression that the diary of Virginia Woolf is only a 

writer's notebook, it denies the diary its own continuity 

as a book of any kind, and more particularly, as a life 

record. The temperature chart of the diarist's character 

and the richness of a human life monitoring the very proc

esses of living vanish when the diary is extracted. The 

full texture of the life is woven only into the complete 

diary, the unabridged version of Woolfs book of the self. 
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CHAPTER III 

A BOOK OF BEING AND BECOMING 

Although Virginia Woolf wrote the earliest and 

latest pages of her diaries on sheets of loose-leaf paper 

that were clipped together, she wrote the bulk of them 

(from August 1917 to February 1926 and from June 1929 to 

January 1937) in blank books, some of which she bound her

self. As early as 23 October 1917, she called her diary 

2 
a book, a reference she was to make for years to come. In 

fact, she said that her diary was a special kind of book: 

"a book, I think I have said before, which I write after 

3 tea." Her diary is her most private, subjective work, one 

that she wrote regularly for nearly twenty-five years. It 

is a series of entries, most of which are largely narra

tive, describing in detail what was important to her on the 

day she was writing. And although she did not attempt to 

write in her diary every day (as a glance at Table 1 shows), 

it is nevertheless a book that was consciously written, a 

book with its own focus, style, form, and unities. 

Saying that loose leaves are easily scattered, yet 

"in a bound volume, the year has a chance of life" and 

"can be stood on a shelf" (15 June 1929/111:233), Virginia 

Woolf soon established a method for composing her book of 

25 
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the self. From the first entry, dated 1 January 1915, 

there was concern for order, form, and continuity. Pages 

were always kept together, entries always dated. New years 

were preferably begun in new books, even if it meant re-

copying entries from an old book into a new one, and in 

1926, she decided to begin each entry on a "clean page." 

Travel journals, recording trips made in the 1930s to 

France, Italy, Greece, Ireland, Scotland, Germany, and 

Holland were dutifully inserted. Memorable incidents and 

random thoughts were hoarded, saved for recording in her 

diary: 

. . . I intend to spend the evenings of this week of 
captivity in making out an account of my friendships & 
their present condition, with some account of my 
friends characters; & to add an estimate of their work, 
& a forecast of their future works. (20 January 1919/ 
1:234) 

I thought to myself, as Lytton was talking. Now I 
will remember this & write it down in my diary tomor
row. 4 

But I must remember to write about my clothes next 
time I have an impulse to write. My love of clothes 
interests me profoundly: only it is not love; & what 
it is I must discover. (14 May 1925/111:21) 

I took up this book with a kind of idea that I 
might say something about my writing. . . . (19 June 
1923/11:247) 

A great deal to say, I suppose: a great many por
traits to sketch; conversations to write down; & re
flections to work in—had I time. . . . (29 April 
1921/11:114) 

By the way, on re-reading this book I resolved to write 
rather more carefully, & to record conversations ver
batim. (8 July 1923/11:251) 
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Her keeping a diary was a highly self-conscious act, and 

there was a commitment to the diary as a book written for 

herself. In this book she could mark time so that the days 

did not melt together with thoughts and actions left un

recorded. Her experiences could be hoarded in a little 

book where they were safely preserved with some sense of 

order. Writing about her life allowed her to be in charge 

of her experiences; it was a way of creating and defining 

herself, a way of remembering who she was through the years. 

Each entry in Woolfs diary, then, appears to be 

focused on saying, "Here is what happened in my life today." 

Categorizing the material in her diary according to subject 

matter, using the index to Anne Olivier Bell's edition of 

the diary as a guide, would result in the following divi

sions: 

1. early life - entries in which Woolf reminisces 

about her family and friends during her years at Hyde Park 

Gate and her life in Bloomsbury before her marriage to 

Leonard Woolf in 1912 

2. character and health - references to her state of 

mind and body and discussions about who and what she is 

(self-analysis) 

3. books - discussions of her reading and her 

opinions about much of what she reads, including lists of 

books she has recently read and books she intends to read 
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4. Leonard Woolf - brief references to his political 

activities and some of his opinions; some discussion of his 

personality and their life together 

5. friends and relatives - anecdotes, opinions, and 

gossip about Clive and Vanessa Bell, Adrian and Karin 

Stephen, Leonard Woolfs family, T. S. and Vivienne Eliot, 

Desmond and Molly MacCarthy, John Maynard Keynes, E. M. 

Forster, Saxon Sydney-Turner, Harold Nicolson, Victoria 

Sackville-West, Roger Fry, Duncan Grant, Katherine 

Mansfield, and John Middleton Murry 

6. politics and world affairs - descriptions of 

Leonard Woolfs socialist political activities. World War I, 

air raids, bombings, rationing, the General Strike, Adolph 

Hitler, World War II 

7. diversions and social life - descriptions of 

trips to museums, art galleries, concerts, and libraries, 

and visits to Europe; discussions of the pleasures of walk

ing, shopping, and delight in the scenery of London, 

Richmond, and Sussex; references to the 1917 Club and the 

Memoir Club 

8. domestic affairs - records of househunting, 

housekeeping, finances, and servant difficulties 

9. the Hogarth Press - the story of its purchase and 

rise as a profitable business; records of its daily opera

tions (including Virginia Woolf's assistance in filling 

orders, setting type, and bookbinding) and employees 
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10' professional life - record of a woman who is a 

novelist, reviewer, critic, pamphleteer, and biographer; 

tally of reviews and sales of her works; work lists and 

schedules; discussions of future works and problems with 

work in progress; workbook for recording ideas 

Generally speaking, a "typical" diary entry includes 

a combination of two or more of the above categories with

out careful arrangement or formal composition but with the 

information loosely ordered on the pattern of a summary of 

events and feelings. The following entry gives an example 

of the often hodge-podge nature of the individual entries, 

a style that was quite similar to the stream-of-conscious

ness and free association technique she used in her experi-

menta1 nove1s: 

I must note the symptoms of the disease, so as to 
know it next time. The first day one's miserable: the 
second happy. There was an Affable Hawk on me in the 
New Statesman which at anyrate made me feel important 
(& its that that one wants) & Simpkin & Marshall rang 
up for a second fifty copies. So they must be selling. 
Now I have to stand all the twitching & teasing of 
private criticism which I shant enjoy. There'll be 
Roger tomorrow. What a bore it all isl—& then one 
begins to wish one had put in other stories—or left 
out the Haunted House, which may be sentimental. Any
how next week there'll be Tchekov & Leonard as well as 
me. And suppose every one (that is to say the 6 people 
who matter) praise Leonard, shall I be jealous—but 
mark my word, all of this will be forgotten in 6 weeks 
time. 

Pernel dined here: they dress badly, as I think 
I've said before. I think perhaps she grows a little 
pensive; but I'm not good at judging my friends' moods. 
Then Roger came in—utterly unwearied--in spite of 
standing on a ladder for 8 hours restoring Mantegnas. 
He draws people here in shoals—yesterday, just after 
Kot had gone, in came Mr & Mrs Reece, & tomorrow 
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there'll be Pippa—always some slave or other attending; 
& as we're in the middle of the rush we get whelmed, & 
I can't write sense or nonsense, & must devote all this 
week to reviewing.—I want to read Victoria & Swift. 
(10 April 1921/11:108) 

One thing that saves the reader from merely drowning 

in myriad detail is the quality of Woolfs prose, even when 

pressed forward at such a rapid pace. The diary of an 

individual may promise to be filled with entertaining 

exploits and gossip about prominent people, but no one will 

read such a diary straight through unless it is reasonably 

well written. The fast-paced, random style of Woolfs 

diary is one"reason it is so enjoyable to read. She gen

erally wrote her diary when she had odd moments of time to 

fill after tea or after dinner, so the entries were written 

very quickly, even though she wrote them with a dipping 

pen; the average lengths of the entries suggest that she 

probably spent fifteen to thirty minutes with the diary 

when she wrote it. Anne Olivier Bell indicates that the 

manuscripts of the diary have no paragraph indentations 

(although in her editing she has inserted them) and very 

little crossing out or altering of words and phrases, a 

sharp contrast with the manner in which Woolf labored over 

the manuscripts of her novels and essays. The entries 

themselves are marked by frequent abbreviations, omissions 

of apostrophes in possessives and contractions, and consis

tent use of the ampersand. The style is loose and lively, 

yet it is a controlled style that does not call attention 
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to itself; even though the diary is sometimes intimate, it 

is never gushing. The tone is conversational yet often 

impersonal, with an occasional preference for the third 

person one rather than the first person 1. 

Woolf herself apparently enjoyed the fast-paced style 

of her diary: 

. . . I got out this diary, & read as one-always 
does read one's own writing, with a kind of guilty in
tensity. I confess that the rough and random style of 
it, often so ungrammatical, & crying for a word al
tered, afflicted me somewhat. I am trying to tell 
whichever self it is that reads this hereafter that I 
can write very much better; & take no time over this; 
& forbid her to let the eye of man behold it. And now 
I may add my little compliment to the effect that it 
has a slapdash & vigour, & sometimes hits an unexpec
ted bulls eye. (20 April 1919/1:266) 

. . . I have just reread my years diary & am much 
struck by the rapid haphazard gallop at which it swings 
along, sometimes indeed jerking almost intolerably over 
the cobbles. Still if it were not written rather 
faster than the fastest typewriting, if I stopped and 
took thought, it would never be written at all; & the 
advantage of the method is that it sweeps up acciden
tally several stray matters which I should exclude if 
I hesitated, but which are the diamonds of the dust-
heap. (20 January 1919/1:233-34) 

There are many diamonds in the diary. In the midst 

of long narrative passages are delightful anecdotes, for 

Woolf had a knack for scene-making and a sense of the 

dramatic—something we do not usually associate with her 

famous plotless novels. 

I will make this hasty note about being robbed. I 
put my bag under my coat at Marshall & Snelgrove's, I 
turned; & felt, before I looked 'It is gone'. So it 
was. Then began questions & futile messages. Then the 
detective came. He stopped a respectable elderly woman 
apparently shopping. They exchanged remarks about 'the 
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usual one—no she's not here today. Its a young woman 
in brown fur.' Meanwhile I was ravaged, of course, with 
my own futile wishes—how I had thought, as I put down 
my bag, this is foolish. I was admitted to the under-
wor[l]d. I imagined the brown young woman peeping, 
pouncing. And it was gone my 6 pounds—my two brooches 
—all because of that moment. They throw the bags 
away, said the detective. These dreadful women come 
here—but not so much as to some of the Oxford St. 
shops. Fluster, regret, humiliation, curiosity, some
thing frustrated, foolish, something jarred, by this 
underwor[l]d—a foggy evening—going home, penniless— 
thinking of my green bag—imagining the woman rifling 
it—her home—her husband. . . . (23 December 1930/ 
111:339-40) 

The diary is filled with these quick sketches of people and 

events. She apparently had a tendency to shape her experi

ences into little dramas, perhaps because she was a writer. 

At any rate, "scene-making" was second nature, almost a 

reflex action. Life, to her, was "an immense opaque block 

of "material to be conveyed by me into its equivalent of 

language" (4 November 1918/1:214). 

In passages of more introspective soliloquy, there 

are memorable passages of description and laconic turns of 

phrase: 

It is the loveliest of evenings—still; the smoke 
going up straight in the quarry; the white horse & 
strawberry coloured horse feeding close together; the 
women coming out of their cottages for no reason, & 
standing looking; or knitting; the cock pecking in the 
midst of his hens in the meadow; starlings in the two 
trees; Asheham fields shorn to the colour of white cor
duroy; Leonard storing apples above my head. & the sun 
coming through a pearly glass shade; so that the apples 
which still hang are palish red & green; the church 
tower a silver extinguisher rising through the trees. 
Will this recall anything? I am so anxious to keep 
every scrap, you see, (15 September 1921/11:138) 
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I always say that people with short hair must be told 
the truth. (18 January 1918/1:109) 

I saw a dead horse on the pavement—a literal case of 
what politicians call dying in harness, & rather pa
thetic to me—to die in Oxford Street one hot afternoon, 
& to have been only a van horse. (31 July 1918/1:176) 

Poor Roger has only sold 3 or 4 sketches. There the 
innumerable pictures hang, like ugly girls at a dance, 
& no one bids a penny piece. (23 June 1920/11:49-50) 

I don't object to opening the heart, but I do ob
ject to finding it empty. (8 July 1923/11:253) 

In addition to the lure of beautifully written prose, 

we are drawn to the diary because it is a lively personal 

record of being; throughout the work we feel the presence 

of a living, breathing, moving person because the quick, 

fleeting movement of the diary is like the lens of a movie 

camera. Instead of a single portrait, we are given an 

entire book about Virginia Woolf by Virginia Woolf, a 

twenty-five year dialogue with the self. We are left with 

not one portrait or mood, but several—a record of the flux 

and flow of the life of a multi-dimensional woman. Change

able as a barometer, the diary records a whole range of 

thoughts and feelings, from the agitated to the content. 

The diary's elastic shape accepts all things: 

Now I have 'finished' David Copperfield, & I say to 
myself cant I escape to some pleasanter atmosphere? 
Cant I expand & embalm & become a sentient living crea
ture 1 Lord how I suffer! What a terrific capacity I 
possess for feeling with intensity—now, since we came 
back, I'm screwed up into a ball; cant get into step; 
cant make things dance; feel awefully detached; see 
youth; feel old; no, thats not quite it; wonder how a 
year or 20 perhaps is to be endured. Think, yet people 
do live; cant imagine what goes on behind faces. All 
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is surface hard; myself only an organ that takes blows, 
one after another; the horror of the hard raddled faces 
in the flower show yesterday; the inane pointlessness 
of all this existence; hatred of my own brainlessness & 
indecision: the old treadmill feeling, of going on & 
on & on; for no reason: Lytton's death; Carrington's; 
a longing to speak to him; all that cut away, gone. 
Eddy's idiotic letter; the peevishness & egotism of 
Eddy; of John; the hardness & competitiveness of life; 
no space which one can expand in & say Time stand still 
here; L.'s goodness, & firmness; & the immense respon
sibility that rests on him. What to do about the 
press, Hilda, about John; women; my book on profes
sions; shall I write another novel; contempt for my 
lack of intellectual power; reading Wells without un
derstanding; Nessa's children; society; buying clothes; 
Rodmell spoilt; all England spoilt; terror at night of 
things generally wrong in the universe; buying clothes; 
how I hate Bond Street & spending money on clothes; 
worst of all is this disjected barrenness. And my eyes 
hurt; & my hand trembles.^ 

Notice how the anguish of the previous entry contrasts with 

the following entry, which was written one day later: 

And now today suddenly the weight on my head is 
lifted. I can think, reason, keep to one thing, & 
concentrate. Perhaps this is the beginning of another 
spurt. Perhaps I owe it to my conversation with L. 
last night. I tried to analyse my depression; how my 
brain is jaded with the conflict within of two types of 
thought, the critical, the creative; how I am harassed 
by the strife & jar & uncertainty without. This 
morning the inside of my head feels cool & smooth 
instead of strained & turbulent. (26 May 1932/IV:103) 

As a record of living, here is the diary's unique 

ability to capture the growth and change of the diarist. 

The fluctuations in mood, the many versions of the self 

that exist in the diary, are trimmed and molded into one 

portrait in the traditional biography and autobiography. 

The diary is a more flexible container of experience. 

However, in order to enjoy reading a diary, a reader 
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naturally searches for structural unities that give a work 

coherence and an aesthetic design. Fortunately, within the 

boundaries of this elastic frame there is a form. A diary 

has the sense of chronological unity that we associate with 

biography and autobiography, but the diary's unity is dif

ferent; it is an organic shape that allows the individual 

diarist room to grow, easily accommodating the discrepan

cies that the traditional life-writer tries to avoid. 

If we seek this organic shape in Virginia Woolfs 

diary, the most basic question we must ask is "IVhat is the 

diary about?" The obvious answer is that it is largely a 

lengthy description of her perception of her experience. 

If we search for structural unities, we find that common 

threads tie the entries together, giving the impression of 

a plot, complete with accompanying themes. The principal 

"story" is the record of being, Woolf's self-drawn por

trait. In addition, threads of sub-plots are woven into 

the diary, giving it a sense of design, structure, and 

movement. 

One of these threads that runs through Woolfs diary 

is the record of human relationships. In the diary we 

share not only the lives of Leonard and Virginia Woolf, 

but also the Bells, the Stephens, the Stracheys, the Eliots, 

the Frys, the MacCarthys, the Keynes, and the Nicolsons. 

We see the development of their careers (or their failure 

to develop), their celebrations and misfortunes, their 
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jealousies and disagreements, the waxing and waning of 

friendships, and for some, the coming of death. We see a 

line of young men and women pass in and out of the doors of 

the Hogarth Press, and we are spectators in the melodrama 

of the Woolfs' servant difficulties. All of this is fil

tered through Virginia Woolfs pen, which is frequently 

given to acerbic remarks and droll humor. Often there is 

that sense of the artist sketching a character; the 

"players" in Virginia Woolfs diary become as familiar as 

characters in a novel. As readers, we follow their lives 

with interest. 

Another thread running through the book is the devel

opment of Virginia Woolf, writer; in a sense it is her per

sonal success story. She began her diary just two months 

before the appearance of her first novel. The Voyage Out, 

in the spring of 1915, but as early as 2 January 1915, the 

second diary entry, she identified herself as a writer. 

(She had begun her career as a reviewer in 1904.) However, 

even though she published The Voyage Out and Night and Day 

and was regularly writing reviews during the Teens, the 

early years of the diary do not reveal this side of her 

because she was unwilling to allow her work to creep into 

her diary except with an occasional passing reference or 

flippant remark meant to express indifference. She 

appeared unsure of her ability to write fiction. With the 

discovery of a looser form that gave her the freedom she 
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wanted and the beginnings of her first "plotless" novel, 

Jacob's Room, in 1920, she hesitantly mentioned her work 

with increasing frequency. Working on The Common Reader, 

Mrs. Dalloway, and To the Lighthouse in the mid-1920s, 

Woolfs growing confidence in herself as a writer surfaced 

as she began to use her diary to discuss some of the prob

lems of works in progress and to make careful tabulations 

of sales and reviews of her work. By the late 1920s, while 

writing Orlando and The Waves, she used the diary to record 

the genesis of her work, possible ideas for development, 

and deliberate conversations with herself about her writ

ing. In 1928, she stated rather circumspectly, "I think I 

may say that I am now among the well known writers" (7 No

vember 1928/111:201), and she expressed a great deal of 

pride in her ability to earn money. The diary of the 1930s 

is the diary of a writer who feels comfortable breaking all 

the molds of her previous works: it is saturated with 

musings on The Years, Three Guineas, Flush, and Between 

the Acts. It is the diary of a successful, confident crea

tive artist. So Leonard Woolfs portrait of a serious 

artist at work exists in the entire diary as well as in 

A Writer's Diary. But in the entire diary, we can trace 

that development along with others; this is a book of 

becoming as well as a book of being. 

Virginia Woolf herself was interested in tracing this 

development in a "book," as the form of her diary shows. 
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The regular dating of entries and the keeping of entries 

together in a book is evidence of this. Furthermore, in 

the early years of her diary writing, she expressed a 

desire to create a diary that had the immediacy of the 

diary form that she admired in the diary of Samuel Pepys 

and the design of a more composed work: 

What sort of diary should I like mine to be? Something 
loose knit, & yet not slovenly, so elastic that it will 
embrace any thing, solemn, slight or beautiful that 
comes into my mind. I should like it to resemble some 
deep old desk, or capacious hold-all, in which one 
flings a mass of odds & ends without looking them 
through. I should like to come back, after a year or 
two, & find that the collection had sorted itself & 
refined itself & coalesced, as such deposits so mys
teriously do, into a mould, transparent enough to 
reflect the light of our life, & yet steady, tranquil 
composed with the aloofness of a work of art. 
(20 April 1919/1:266) 

In the diary we see that she regarded life as a mass of 

material ready for shaping, and she was often overcome by 

what she called "the poetry of existence" (13 June 1923/ 

11:246). In her memoir-essay "A Sketch of the Past," 

Woolf expressed her belief "that the whole world is a work 

of art; that we are parts of the work of art. . . . [W]e 

are the words; we are the music; we are the thing itself." 

The diary's character sketches and scene-making reiterate 

this as does her conscious tracing of patterns within the 

diary by means of re-reading and adding marginal notes. 

The normally frugal Woolf wrote on one side of the oage 

only—the recto page--saving the verso page for additional 

comments. An avid reader of her own diary, she enjoyed 
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clarifying and adding to earlier comments, and recording 

actual results of earlier predictions about people, events, 

and her work. Re-reading the diary encouraged her to con

nect events and feelings, reinforcing her tendency to 

believe that she could shape the experiences of her life. 

The rhythms and currents within the diary along with 

the care that Woolf took with the form of the manuscript 

suggest that she was a highly self-conscious diarist. 

Within the outlines of the detailed recording of impres

sions and activities is an organic shape: a private, sub

jective book which was focused on herself. 
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CHAPTER IV 

A KINDLY BLANK-FACED CONFIDANTE 

The question which logically follows a discussion of 

Virginia Woolfs diary as a private book of the self writ

ten over a period of more than two decades is why she would 

choose to expend so much energy on such an "unartistic" 

work. After all, she was not a frustrated aspiring writer 

incapable of producing a publishable work. B. J. 

Kirkpatrick's A Bibliography of Virginia Woolf cites 49 

books and pamphlets (excluding the published volumes of her 

diary and letters), 11 direct contributions to books, and 

531 verifiable contributions to periodicals and newspapers 

as Woolfs written legacy. She obviously did not write a 

diary because she had nothing better to do. We can assume, 

therefore, that the diary was a vital means of expression 

for her, that it fulfilled certain needs beyond the need to 

record. 

In the opening entries of 1915, Woolf did not explain 

why she was keeping a diary. There were no declarations of 

intentions, no clear-cut goals. However, she must have 

felt a strong obligation to write her diary because she 

made an effort to write in it on a daily basis when she was 

keeping it in 1915 and 1917. She felt guilty when she let 

41 
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time pass without writing: "I boasted so much about this 

book & the charm of filling it from a never exhausted fount 

at Garsington that I'm ashamed to miss days. . ." (22 No

vember 1917/1:79). Such a sense of duty suggests that she 

regarded diary writing as a form of discipline. Around 

this time she was seriously beginning a career as a novel

ist, and it would be logical to conclude that she believed 

a diary was a natural part of the life of a developing 

creative artist. The diaries of several nineteenth-century 

writers were in print at the turn of the twentieth century, 

and throughout her life, Woolf enjoyed reading diaries, 

biographies, and letters, as her reviews and essays show. 

She had read the diaries of Pepys, Emerson, and Tolstoy, 

and she would later read the journals of Boswell and 

Stendhal. She was, then, familiar with the idea of the 

writer keeping private papers. In a sense, diary writing 

was fashionable in her circle: in her diary, Woolf men

tions that Ottoline Morrell, David Garnett, Duncan Grant, 

and Katherine Mansfield also kept diaries. But along with 

this feeling that people who are interested in writing keep 

journals and the belief that the discipline of diary writ

ing is beneficial to the writer, Woolf must have begun her 

diary with an itch to record and a simple love of writing. 

Because she began writing the diary without a defi

nite sense of what role it was going to play, the early 

diary entries concentrated mainly on the externals of 
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Woolf's life and were almost entirely narrative, giving 

summaries of a day's activities and visitors. Her limited 

perception of the diary's role is illustrated by the fol

lowing example. When she learned in 1917 that Ottoline 

Morrell kept a diary devoted to the "inner life," she was 

taken by surprise and rather ruefully recorded in her own 

diary that it "made me reflect that I haven't an inner 

life" (22 November 1917/1:79). Of course she did, but she 

had not yet perceived the diary as a means of recording 

that inner life. Most of the early diary entries are 

rather dry and are characterized by a rigid style: 

L. to some confounded meeting; but also to take our 
selected sample of paper to Mr Byles, whom he met com
ing out of the New Statesman office. I did a little 
printing, & then up to Janet. With time one would 
naturally welcome wet & wind; already the worst chill 
of them is over, because one thinks of them as safety 
against the raid. So today I hardly grumbled, though 
it was heavy rain, cold, dark, inhuman, primeval weath
er. The Case menage is extremely cheerful to step 
into; such a welcome, such anxiety about China tea or 
Indian, an egg, fresh bread & butter—clothes dried 
with a duster. Emphie spirited, discursive, inconsecu
tive as usual, about her day and her Ecko [a wireless 
set], & servants, Se sugar & honey, all fresh & sensible, 
& evidently the fruit of experience, which has not em
bittered or aged her, though it has not given her much 
power of concentration. She went to write her notes, 
after tea (this is her great occupation) Janet & I 
talked, getting on well as usual. But I was packed off 
to wait 15 minutes at Finchley Road, lest I should miss 
my train; & travelled with a mother & three boys who 
made all the elderly gentlemen shy & yet cordial to 
watch their kisses & antics from behind their news
papers. (24 October 1917/1:66) 

By the middle of 1918 and into 1919, however, that 

diarist's sense of the individual watching himself 
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"journeying along the road of life" surfaced in Woolf, and 

she began to view the diary as a way of marking time and 

capturing scenes or moments of living: "Life piles up so 

fast that I have no time to write out the equally fast 

rising mound of reflections, which I always mark down as 

they rise to be inserted here" (19 March 1919/1:255). Con

sequently, Woolfs perception of the diary's role shifted 

from being a writer's exercise to being a record of living, 

a record which was important enough to her that it caused 

her to lament any unrecorded moments. 

There is a grave defect in the scheme of this book 
which decrees that it must be written after tea. When 
people come to tea I cant say to them, 'Now wait a 
minute while I write an account of you'. They go, & 
its too late to begin. And thus, at the very time that 
I'm brewing thoughts & descriptions meant for this page 
I have the heartbreaking sensation that the page isn't 
there; they're spilt upon the floor. Indeed its diffi
cult to mop them up again. (18 April 1918/1:139) 

What a disgraceful lapse 1 nothing added to my dis
quisition, & life allowed to waste like a tap left run-
ing. Eleven days unrecorded. (15 February 1919/1:239) 

And with this new-found purpose for writing, the diary's 

style grew a little looser and more conversational; anec

dotes and character sketches alleviated the monotony of 

the memorandum-style daily summary. Virginia Woolf herself 

remarked upon the improvement: 

I began reading the first volume of my diary; & see 
that its second anniversary is now reached. I dont 
think the first volume makes such good reading as the 
last; a proof that all writing, even this unpremedi
tated scribbling, has its form, which one learns. 
(7 October 1919/1:304) 
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As Woolf began to develop a diary writing style that 

suited her, she recognized that the diary could indeed be 

an aid to her as a writer. Her earliest statement of the 

benefits of keeping a diary was in 1919: 

But what is more to the point is my belief that the 
habit of writing thus for my own eye only is good prac
tise. It loosens the ligaments. Never mind the misses 
& stumbles. Going at such a pace as I do I must make 
the most direct & instant shots at my object, & thus 
have to lay hands on words, choose them, & shoot them 
with no more pause than is needed to put my pen in the 
ink. I believe that during the past year I can trace 
some increase of ease in my professional writing which 
I attribute to my casual half hours after tea. 
(20 April, 1919/1:266) 

So the diary did function as sort of a finger-limbering 

exercise, what contemporary composition theorists would 

call "free-writing." Frequent unedited writing keeps the 

writer nimble. As Anais Nin, another devoted diarist, says, 

"A notebook or diary keeps one at ease with writing. It is 

informal. It is a discipline, like sketching for the pain-

2 

ter." In addition to the diary's invitation to let her 

pen fly across the blank page, Woolf must have enjoyed a 

sharpening of her already acute observational abilities 

because she was frequently on the lookout for incidents to 

record in this more private book. Within the pages of her 

diary, she was willing to sketch any person or scene and 

reconstruct actual conversations—all of which undoubtedly 

increased her confidence in her ability because it allowed 

her unlimited writing practice without any critic looking 

over her shoulder. 
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In time, the loose style of the diary began to spill 

over into her fiction and allowed her to develop as a 

writer. Although the style of her first two novels (The 

Voyage Out and Night and Day) could be labelled "tradi

tional," Woolf had an early interest in a new form—what 

she described as "a[n] elastic shape which will hold what

ever you choose to put into it" (8 August 1918/1:181)—a 

form which was a rather apt description of the form of her 

diary, a diary which she believed was improving her fiction. 

This interest first worked its way through the short 

sketches "The Mark on the Wall," "Kew Gardens," and "An 

Unwritten Novel," and by the last months of 1919, soon 

after the publication of Night and Day, Woolf felt a change 

in style approaching, like "an animal must feel at the 

approach of spring when his coat changes" (15 November 

1919/1:311). The form for this change in style was taking 

shape by January 1920. The freer, looser style of the 

diary and the short sketches gave her the opportunity to 

experiment and break away from her traditional method to 

a new method: 

The day after my birthday; in fact I'm 38. Well, 
I've no doubt I'm a great deal happier than I was at 
28; & happier today than I was yesterday having this 
afternoon arrived at some idea of a new form for a new 
novel. Suppose one thing should open out of another— 
as in An Unwritten Novel—only not for 10 pages but 
200 or so—doesn't that give the looseness & lightness 
I want: doesnt that get closer & yet keep form & 
speed, & enclose everything, everything? My doubt is 
how far it will enclose the human heart—Am I suffi
ciently mistress of my dialogue to net it there? For 
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I figure that the approach will be entirely different 
this time: no scaffolding; scarcely a brick to be 
seen; all crepuscular, but the heart, the passion, the 
humour, everything as bright as fire in the mist. Then 
I'll find room for so much—a gaiety—an inconsequence 
— a light spirited stepping at my sweet will. Whether 
I'm sufficiently mistress of things—thats the doubt; 
but conceive mark on the wall, K[ew]. G[ardens]. & un
written novel taking hands & dancing in unity. What 
the unity shall be I have yet to discover: the theme 
is a blank to me; but I see immense possibilities in 
the form I hit upon more or less by chance 2 weeks ago. 
(26 January 1920/11:13-14) 

This idea eventually blossomed into Jacob's Room, 

Woolfs first experimental novel. As a writing exercise, 

then, the diary gave her the confidence she needed to ex

plore a looser style of writing in her fiction, a style 

which was marked by erratic punctuation, unfinished sen

tences, sensory impressions, fleeting scenes, snatches of 

dialogue, and an absence of ftiore traditional character and 

story development. In short, she developed a prose style 

that very much resembled the form of her diary: a large 

container with a very subtle structure that allowed her to 

press the myriad perceptions of experience into a shape 

that reflected the rhythm and fluidity of life. Woolf con

sidered herself primarily an experimental novelist, and she 

tried to re-form the novel using this style throughout the 

1920s in Mrs. Dalloway, To the Lighthouse, and The Waves, 

making an attempt to capture her vision of reality, which 

involved a different perception of human character and 

time—a perception which she could monitor within the 
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diary. The following lengthy digression is an attempt to 

explain how the two genres, novel and diary, worked togeth

er. 

In "Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown," Woolf expressed her 

belief "that all novels . . . deal with character. . . . " 

Her perception of character, refined after years of reading 

novels and biographies and writing reviews of them, was one 

of transformation. That is, she felt that people are fluid 

beings, not fixed, static characters who can be dissected. 

As a novelist, she strove to achieve a sketch or an outline 

by seizing upon the chaotic detail of living and attempting 

to shape the impression of character from that detail. The 

end result was a portrait that was simultaneously rich and 

evanescent, capturing the elusive nature of the human per

sonality. This attitude toward character most markedly 

manifested itself in Woolfs portraits of Jacob Flanders, 

Clarissa Dalloway, Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay, and the six charac

ters in The Waves. In her essay "The Narrow Bridge of Art," 

Woolf explained how the prose style of the new novel 

reflected this altered perception: 

. . . it [this new novel] will differ from the 
novel as we know it now chiefly in that it will stand 
further back from life. It will give, as poetry does, 
the outline rather than the detail. It will make 
little use of the marvellous fact-recording power, 
which is one of the attributes of fiction. It will 
tell us very little about the houses, incomes, occupa
tions of its characters; it will have little kinship 
with the sociological novel or the novel of environ
ment. With these limitations it will express the 
feeling and ideas of the characters closely and 
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vividly, but from a different angle. It will resemble 
poetry in this that it will give not only or mainly 
people's relations to each other and their activities 
together, as the novel has hitherto done, but it will 
give the relation of the mind to general ideas and its 
soliloquy in solitude. For under the dominion of the 
novel we have scrutinized one part of the mind closely 
and left another unexplored. We have come to forget 
that a large and important part of life consists in our 
emotions toward such things as roses and nightingales, 
the dawn, the sunset, life, death, and fate; we forget 
that we spend much time sleeping, dreaming, thinking, 
reading, alone; we are not entirely occupied in per
sonal relations; all our energies are not absorbed in 
making our livings.'̂  

Because her perception of character was decidedly 

"modern," she could not, she argued in "Mr. Bennett and 

Mrs. Brown," write novels like those of Arnold Bennett, 

H. G. Wells, and John Galsworthy. Her perception of char

acter and her notion of reality were necessarily bound 

together, and in "The Narrow Bridge of Art," she expressed 

her view that life was richer than the novelist had por

trayed it and that there was a whole realm of valid experi

ence that had yet to be explored in prose. These experi

ences—"the power of music, the stimulus of sight, the 

effect on us of the shape of trees or the play of colour, 

the emotions bred in us by crowds, the obscure terrors and 

hatreds which come so irrationally in certain places or 

from certain people, the delight of movement, the intoxica-

tion of wine"—were admittedly personal, but they were not 

any less real. Unlike the heavily plotted novels of the 

nineteenth century, the emphasis was to be placed on the 

inner life of feeling, not the surface level of action, 
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which Woolf called variously "non-being" or "a kind of non

descript cotton wool." As Woolf explained her own experi

ences of life, "A great part of every day is not lived 

consciously. One walks, eats, sees things, deals with what 

has to be done; the broken vacuum cleaner; ordering dinner; 

writing orders to Mabel; washing; cooking dinner; book

binding." 

Woolf wanted to suggest the flow of the moments of 

non-being and show how these moments were accented by 

"moments of being," moments when there is what amounts to 

a vision or communion with a reality that is higher than 

the flux of daily experience. Jeanne Schulkind describes 

a moment of being as a "vision of reality as a timeless 

unity which lies beneath the appearance of change, separa-
7 

tion and disorder that marks daily life." These shocks 

are revelations; out of these moments human identities are 

forged. Consequently, in Woolfs fiction, fluctuating sur

face action is of secondary importance—the moment is the 

thing that matters. In Mrs. Dalloway, for example, 

Clarissa Dalloway's party preparations are not nearly so 

important as are her inner-voice musings on death and life 

and the shock she receives when she learns of a total 

stranger's suicide. Likewise, in To the Lighthouse, the 

surface action of the group of people on holiday is subor

dinate to the portrayal of the role of memory in dissolving 

time, for the fluid outline of Mrs. Ramsay is just as 
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prominent in the characters' lives in part three of the 

novel as it is in part one, even though she has been dead 

for several years. Woolf pushed her method even further 

in The Waves, a work in which even the bare time structures 

of Mrs. Dalloway and To the Lighthouse vanish. The focus 

is on the inner life, but the six characters are virtually 

indistinguishable, forever changing as they are faced with 

"life" in the form of boundless sensory images; they are 

receivers of impressions. 

This discussion of Woolfs vision of character and 

reality may sound quite mystical, perhaps even bizarre, 

yet this vision of her art was also her vision of life. 

To Woolf, life was "a bowl that one fills and fills and 

fills"^; life was a process, and live people were "always 

changing, resisting & yielding against one's forecast" 

(7 December 1917/1:85). In the 1920s and into the early 

1930s, the diary reinforced her belief that "character is 

dissipated into shreds now" (19 June 1923/11:248), a posi

tion that .she was working into her fiction. As a regular 

barometer of her life and to some extent of the lives of 

other people, the diary form was a compatible adjunct of 

her novels. Woolf, who felt that the human personality 

could not be pinned down, conducted a real-life "search 

into what people are & feel" (23 May 1921/11:119), and 

she could use the diary as a tool to monitor her own fluc

tuating character as she recorded what experiences and 
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impressions were important to her on various days. In 

addition, recording sketches of others' lives enriched this 

perception and kept it from going stale. 

Furthermore, that the perception of time and space or 

"reality" in her fiction was echoed in her life is illus

trated by these diary excerpts: 

Eddy has just gone, leaving me the usual feeling: 
why is not human intercourse more definite, tangible: 
why aren't I left holding a small round substance, say 
of the size of a pea, in my hand; something I can put 
in a box & look at? There is so little left. Yet 
these people one sees are fabric only made once in the 
world; these contacts we have are unique; & if E. were, 
say killed tonight, nothing definite would happen to 
me; yet his substance is never again to be repeated. 
Our meeting is—but the thread of this idea slips per
petually; constantly though it recurs, with sadness, to 
my mind: how little our relationships matter; & yet 
they are so important: in him, in me, something to him, 
to me, infinitely sentient, of the highest vividness, 
reality. But if I died tonight, he too would continue. 
Something illusory then enters into all that part of 
life. I am so important to myself: yet of no impor
tance to other people: like the shadow passing over 
the downs. (8 August 1928/111:188) 

Now is life very solid, or very shifting? I am 
haunted by the two contradictions. This has gone on 
for ever: will last for ever; goes down to the bottom 
of the world—this moment I stand on. Also it is 
transitory, flying, diaphanous. I shall pass like a 
cloud on the waves. Perhaps it may be that though we 
change; one flying after another, so quick so quick, 
yet we are somehow successive, & continuous—we human 
beings; & show the light through. But what is the 
light? I am impressed by the transitoriness of human 
life to such an extent that I am often saying a farewell 
—after dining with Roger for instance; or reckoning 
how many more times I shall see Nessa. (4 January 1929/ 
111:218) 

Once again, Woolf could use the diary as a resource. 

In the diary she could record handfuls of surface detail, 
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thus learning to shape the periods of non-being which she 

felt made up the greater part of everyday experience. In 

addition, writing an entry allowed her to slow the hands 

of time, chart moments of non-being and being, and examine 

life more closely. 

Why do I trouble to be so particular with facts? I 
think it is my sense of the flight of time: so soon 
Towers Place will be no more; & twigs, & I that write. 
I feel time racing like a film at the Cinema. I try 
to stop it. I prod it with my pen. I try to pin it 
down. (22 January 1922/11:158) 

So the days pass, & I ask myself sometimes whether 
one is not hypnotized, as a child by a silver globe, 
by life; & whether this is living. Its very quick, 
bright, exciting. But superficial perhaps. I should 
like to take the globe in my hands & feel it quietly, 
round, smooth, heavy, & so hold it, day after day. 
(28 November 1928/111:209) 

. . . coming back the other evening from Charleston, 
again all my nerves stood upright, flushed, electrified 
(whats the word?) with the sheer beauty—beauty abound
ing & superabounding, so that one almost resents it, 
not being capable of catching it all, & holding it all 
at the moment. This progress through life is made 
immensely interesting by trying to grasp all these 
developments as one passes. I feel as if I were put
ting out my fingers tentatively on . . . either side 
as I grope down a tunnel, rough with odds and ends. 
(15 August 1924/11:311) 

In other words, the diary of the 1920s and early 

1930s was a reservoir of experience whose style and form 

was compatible with her experimental fiction. Art and life 

were intertwined; the concerns of fiction were the concerns 

of her diary. Woolf could, therefore, practice her fic

tional form as she kept the diary: 

(It strikes me that in this book I practise writ
ing; do my scales; yes & work at certain effects. I 
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daresay I practised Jacob here,—& Mrs D. & shall in
vent my next book here; for here I write merely in the 
spirit—great fun it is too. . . . (17 October 1924/ 
11:319-20) 

In addition, this well of experience must have helped her 

stave off her fear of being charged with merely writing 

"beautiful" books about herself—the fear that some would 

think that she merely sat in a chair and transcribed the 

contents of her mind into words. Woolf deplored "the 

damned egotistical self" (26 January 1920/11:14) which she 

felt ruined the novels of Jcunes Joyce and D. H. Lawrence. 

She believed that writing should be formal—not a reverie. 

In her essay "Life and the Novelist," she expressed her 

belief that although the novelist's life is necessarily one 

of sensibility and that "[h]e can no more cease to receive 

impressions than a fish in mid-ocean can cease to let the 

9 

water rush through the gills," the novelist who is a gen

uine artist must learn to apply the discipline of his craft 

to experience—not merely recording it, but shaping it in 

order to forge a more impersonal vision. He had to "seize 

her [life's] treasure from her and let her trash run to 

waste."^^ Woolf recognized the difficulty of this task, 

and she compared writing a novel in London to "nailing a 

flag to a mast in a gale" (3 March 1926/111:64). For 

Woolf, the diary became a catch-all of her personality and 

experience. The diary was decidedly egotistical because it 

focused on her; writing the diary, she said, helped "liber

ate the mind from the fret & itch of these innumerable 
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details" (22 May 1926/111:83). Acting as a separate con

tainer for her experience, the diary substantiated her view 

of herself as the artist forging an impersonal vision out 

of life. After all, she could point to her diary as her 

"rubbi sh heap." 

The diary's role in shaping the style and form of 

Woolf's fiction peaked at the end of the 1920s. Because 

she kept the diajy throughout the remainder of her life, 

writing in it with increasing frequency, we can assume that 

it had another role besides being a simple writing exercise 

or a resource book for her fiction. In 1918 Woolf had dis

covered that, for some reason, writing the diary eased her 

"fidgets": "There is an awkward moment between coming back 

from London & dinner which is the salvation of this book. 

For some reason one can't settle to read, & yet writing 

seems the proper channel for the unsettled irritable condi

tion one is generally in" (8 April 1918/1:134). She estab

lished a pattern of writing in the interval of time after 

tea and before dinner, and the diary once again served as 

a free-writing exercise, this time with a therapeutic 

effect; the diary was a welcome relief after spending a 

full morning writing and an afternoon reading, writing, or 

printing. 

Soon after her discovery that diary writing calmed 

her nerves, Woolf began to pick up the diary at other times 

during the day. In the early 1920s, counting on its 
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soothing power to restore her, Woolf came to view the diary 

as her "pillow": 

For the first time in memory, I sit down to this 
page instead of to the sterner one of duty & profit at 
some minutes after ten a.m. Dcurai these aristocrats! 
damn myself for being such a snob—unable to settle to 
Jacob's Room because 'about midday' Nelly Cecil in her 
motor car will descend. (17 August 1920/11:57) 

Melancholy diminishes as I write. (25 October 1920/ 
11:72) 

. . . this does not count as writing. It is to me 
like scratching or, if it goes well, like having a 
bath. . . . (17 July 1921/11:179) 

But I always have to confess, when I write diary in 
the morning. It is only 11:30 to be honest, & I have 
left off Mrs Dalloway in Bond Street; & really why is 
it? I should very much like to account for my depres
sion. (22 August 1922/11:190) 

In the diary she could bolster her self-image—tell herself 

that she was going to be an individual, experimental writer 

and that what people said about her work did not really 

matter. She found that in the blank pages of the diary she 

could assert her ego, prop herself up, by complaining about 

things she would not say in public. 

As Woolf increasingly allowed herself to use the 

diary as an emotional release in the early to middle 1920s, 

she very hesitantly began to let brief discussions of her 

work creep into the diary, but she still had a tendency to 

think that she should keep all discussions of the soul or 

inner life out of it. However, as the form of her diary 

and the form of her fiction became more compatible (about 

the time she was finishing Mrs. Dalloway), Woolf felt 
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increasingly free to discuss the difficulties of her work 

within the pages of the diary. The inner life finally had 

a comfortable place in her private book: 

I want to lie down like a tired child & weep away 
this life of care—& my diary shall receive me on its 
downy pillow. (7 December 1925/111:48) 

. . . I am now writing to test my theory that there is 
consolation in expression. (9 May 1926/111:81) 

Furthermore, in the middle 1920s Woolf began to take 

a definite interest in using the diary as a psychological 

tool. In 1926 there was true introspection and self-

analysis in the diary as Woolf recorded a little "book of 

thoughts," felt free to write about "a state of mind," and 

even wrote herself a prescription for her depression: "If 

I wish to avoid this in future, I recommend, first, inces

sant brain activity; reading, & planning; second, a method

ical system of inviting people here. . ." (28 September 

1926/111:112). Writing became a method of problem-solving, 

then, and Woolf could trace the genesis of works like 

Orlando and The Waves through the diary's pages; and she 

could spill her problems in confidence, counting on the 

diary to help her sort out her thoughts, because, she said, 

"it is true that if one writes a thing down one has done 

with it" (30 November 1929/111:269). 

The diary of the 1930s was principally a continuation 

of her desire to keep a life record and a therapeutic 

device. As the form, style, and themes of her writing 
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underwent another major change with The Years and Three 

Guineas (both of which were a considerable mental tangle 

for her), Woolf threw herself on her diary, "which thank 

God in heaven, needs no rewriting" (5 January 1933/IV:141). 

The diary could reassure her by making her stop to examine 

herself when she felt jangled: 

I am so sleepy. Is this age? I cant shake it off. 
And so gloomy. Thats the end of the book [The Years]. 
I looked up past diaries—a reason for keeping them—& 
found the same misery after Waves. After Lighthouse I 
was I remember nearer suicide, seriously, than since 
1913. It is after all natural. I've been galloping 
now for 3 months—so excited I made a plunge at my 
paper—well, cut that all off—after the first divine 
relief, of course some terrible blankness must spread. 
There's nothing left of the people, of the ideas, of 
the strain, of the whole life in short that has been 
racing round my brain. . . . (17 October 1934/IV:253) 

The surge of irritated, "dark" entries in 1935 and the 

years that follow (as they appear in A Writer's Diary) 

along with the increased frequency of writing indicate that 

the diary was chiefly a release or sedative for a tense, 

nervous state. 

The desire to mark time, to keep a life record was 

always there in Woolfs diary, but this desire was aug

mented and frequently overshadowed by its other roles. The 

diary was as rich a tool as it was a book of being and 

becoming: it was a laboratory of ideas and a comforting 

pillow. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE BRICKS FOR A FINE BOOK 

The discussion of the previous chapters has focused 

on a description of Virginia Woolf s diary as a book of the 

self and as a writer's resource book, concentrating on 

Woolf's conscientious desire to maintain the diary and its 

immediate value for her. Ultimately, we must ask what 

long-term value the diary has: What is its value for those 

of us studying the work and the life of Virginia Woolf more 

than forty years after her death? 

To recapitulate, on one level Virginia Woolf's whole 

diary is a complete version of what Leonard Woolf's 

A Writer's Diary attempted on a smaller scale—a record of 

a writer's working life. Most obviously, the diary is a 

useful reference tool for someone interested in reading 

Woolfs written conversations with herself about her work. 

Bewildered readers of Woolfs fiction can turn to the 

diary's index, look up titles of her works and names of her 

friends, and refer to the entries which may lead to illumi

nation. On a higher level, reading Woolfs diary enriches 

our understanding of her overall goals as a writer because 

we see how her vision of art and her vision of life were 

inseparable. In her critical essays, Woolf discussed her 

60 
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subjective interpretation of character and reality—an 

interpretation she strove to present in her novels. The 

diary furthers our understanding of what she tried to 

accomplish in her fiction because it is a concrete, real-

life example of this vision: a human being is an inconsis

tent creature, not a fixed character, and more often than 

not, days are filled with quickly fleeting moments which 

are made more permanent when they are embedded in memory 

and are carried into the future. "Life," she wrote, "is 

not a series of gig lamps symmetrically arranged; but a 

luminous halo, a semi-transparent envelope surrounding us 

from the beginning of consciousness to the end." 

This suggests, however, that the diary's only value 

is as a reference or research tool. On the contrary, the 

diary has intrinsic value as a life record. Woolf's 

approach to life-writing evolved along with her fiction, 

and although she initially viewed the diary only as a 

resource book for her memoirs, toward the end of her life 

she recognized the value of using the diary form to compose 

an autobiography. Even though Woolf never finished her 

memoirs, we can still turn to her diary as an extensive 

record of her life—a record whose form was close to her 

own experience of living. Unlike a traditional autobiog

raphy, memoir, or biography, the diary provides an abun

dance of detail ordered according to the actual rhythms 

of life, not a rigid, chronological "plot." 
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Beginning in the 1919 diary, Woolf repeatedly stated 

that she eventually planned to use the diary as a reservoir 

from which to compose her memoirs: 

If Virginia Woolf at the age of 50, when she sits down 
to build her memoirs out of these books is unable to 
make a phrase as it should be made, I can only condole 
with her & remind her of the existence of the fire
place, where she has leave to burn these pages to so 
many black films with red eyes in them. But how I envy 
her the task I am preparing for her! There is none I 
should like better. (20 January 1919/1:234) 

. . . I fancy old Virginia, putting on her spectacles 
to read of March 1920 will decidedly wish me to con
tinue. Greetings 1 my dear ghost; & take heed that Î  
dont think 50 a very great age. Several good books can 
be written still; & here's the bricks for a fine one. 
(9 March 1920/11:24) 

But what is to become of all these diaries, I asked 
myself yesterday. If I died, what would Leo make of 
them? He would be disinclined to burn them; he could 
not publish them. Well, he should make up a book from 
them, I think; & then burn the body. I daresay there 
is a little book in them: if the scraps & scratches 
were straightened out a little. God knows. (20 March 
1926/111:67) 

. . . no doubt I shall be more interested, come 10 
years, in facts; & shall want, as I do when I read, to 
be told details, details, so that I may look up from 
the page & arrange them too, into one of those makings 
up which seem so much truer done thus, from heaps of 
nonassorted facts, than now I can make them, when it is 
almost immediately being done under my eyes. (8 August 
1928/111:189) 

For Woolf, who proclaimed that "nothing is more fascinating 

than a live person; always changing, resisting & yielding 

against one's forecast" (7 December 1917/1:85), the diary 

was a logical form with which to experiment. The care she 

took in dating entries, keeping entries together, and 

planning things that she wanted to record all indicate an 
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early desire to use the diary to keep track of dates, 

facts, and general reactions that she might otherwise have 

forgotten. Her re-reading old diaries and inserting mar

ginal notes also shows her repeated attempts to shape the 

material before she actually composed a formal memoir. 

It may seem a little strange that Woolf would begin 

thinking of writing her memoirs in 1919 before she was a 

noted author, but she had actually written her first auto

biographical work much earlier; she wrote "Reminiscences" 

in 1907. There was a strong tradition of life-writing in 

the Stephen family, and it was perfectly natural for 

Virginia Stephen, apprentice writer, to turn to writing a 

life sketch. Autobiographical tradition in the Stephen 

family began with Woolfs great-grandfather, James Stephen, 

who wrote The Memoirs of James Stephen Written by Himself 

for the Use of His Children in 1819. Her grandfather. Sir 

James Stephen, kept a diary; and her father. Sir Leslie 

Stephen, wrote two memoirs—The Mausoleum Book and Some 

Early Impressions—in addition to his work on the monumen-

2 
tal Dictionary of National Biography. So when Woolf began 

writing her first memoir, she had several models to draw 

upon. 

Like her father's Mausoleum Book, "Reminiscences" is 

addressed to a future generation, the first child of Clive 

and Vanessa Bell. The style of this memoir, like the style 

of her early diary entries and her first novels, is rigid 
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and quite different from her later writing; it is artifi

cially "literary," with the complex syntax and self-

conscious awareness of a public audience that is character-

istic of Victorian memoir writing. The following excerpt 

from this memoir, which shows Woolfs first cautious 

attempt at life-writing, is a description of the young 

Vanessa Stephen: 

A photograph is the best token there is of her appear
ance, and the face in this instance shows also much of 
the character. You see the soft, dreamy and almost 
melancholy expression of the eyes; and it may not be 
fanciful to discover some kind of test and rejection 
in them as though, even then, she considered the thing 
she saw, and did not always find what she needed in it. 
But certainly it would be mere fancy to conceive that 
this was other than unconscious at that age. For the 
rest, a mother who gazed in her face might feel her 
heart leap at the endowment already promised her daugh
ter, for she was to have great beauty. And in this 
case the mother would also feel tender joy within her, 
and some bright amusement too, for already her daughter 
promised to be honest and loving; already, as I have 
heard, she was able to care for the three little crea
tures who were younger than she was, teaching Thoby 
his letters, and giving up to him her bottle. I can 
imagine that she attached great importance to the way 
in which Thoby sat in his high chair, and appealed to 
Nurse to have him properly fastened there before he was 
allowed to eat his porridge. Her mother would smile 
silently at this.^ 

There is no attempt to give the reader a sense of what it 

was like to be Vanessa Stephen. It is an abstract, still-

life portrait with no real sense of movement, no color, 

and no sensory impressions. 

As Woolf developed as a novelist, critic, and diarist 

in the 1920s and 1930s, she began to refine her feelings 

about the art of biography and autobiography. Just as her 
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vision of a fluid human personality and a broader notion 

of what constitutes reality was woven into her fiction and 

her diary, her theory of life-writing gradually evolved 

until it reflected the same craft that she applied to her 

fiction. Once again, her penchant for reading diaries, 

memoirs, letters, and biographies, along with her own ex

perience as a diarist and novelist helped her develop her 

ideas; many of the short biographical sketches that she 

wrote for the Times Literary Supplement and The Common 

Reader echo the looser style of her diary and fiction. In 

these essays, Woolf often concentrated on capturing the 

personality of the figure in a single moment in time, as 

this description of Ann Gilbert in "The Lives of the 

Obscure" shows: 

Ann married Mr. G., of course—of course. The 
words toll persistently through these obscure volumes. 
For in the vast world to which the memoir writers ad
mit us there is a solemn sense of something unescap-
able, of a wave gathering beneath the frail flotilla 
and carrying it on. One thinks of Colchester in 1800. 
Scribbling verses, reading Montgomery—so they begin; 
the Hills, the Stapletons, the Strutts disperse and 
disappear as one knew they would; but here, after long 
years, is Ann still scribbling, and at last here is 
the poet Montgomery himself in her very house, and she 
begging him to consecrate her child to poetry by just 
holding him in his arms, and he refusing (for he is a 
bachelor), but taking her for a walk, and they hear 
the thunder, and she thinks it the artillery, and he 
says in a voice which she will never, never forget: 
'Yes! The artillery of Heaven!' It is one of the 
attractions of the unknown, their multitude, their 
vastness; for, instead of keeping their identity sep
arate, as remarkable people do, they seem to merge 
into one another. . . .̂  
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The style is freer, allowing Woolfs natural talent for 

scene-making to assist her in capturing the subject's 

essential character in a quick sketch. Thus the "moment 

of being" surfaced in her biographical writings as well as 

in her fiction. 

Three years after the publication of "Mr. Bennett 

and Mrs. Brown" (which was her plea for a re-formation of 

the English novel), Woolf called for a re-formation of the 

biography in her 1927 essay "The New Biography": 

. . . we can assure ourselves by a very simple ex
periment that the days of Victorian biography are over. 
Consider one's own life; pass under review a few years 
that one has actually lived. Conceive how Lord Morley 
would have expounded them; how Sir Sidney Lee would 
have documented them; how strangely all that has been 
most real in them would have slipped through their fin
gers. Nor can we name the biographer whose art is sub
tle and bold enough to present that queer amalgamation 
of dream and reality, that perpetual marriage of gran
ite and rainbow. His method still remains to be dis
covered.^ 

According to Woolf, the "new" biographer "can no longer 

maintain that life consists in action only or in works. 
7 

It consists in personality." The inner life is also of 

value, and in order to convey a sense of the inner life, 

the biographer of the twentieth century cannot remain a 

mere chronicler of action. Instead, he must become more 

of an artist, willing to shape and arrange experience to 

suggest the inner as well as the outer. 

In this same year (1927), Woolf began writing 

Orlando: A Biography, a work that has been called "a fable 
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for biographers."^ The book, which is a humorous 

"biography" of Vita Sackville-West, is a fable because the 

main character, Orlando, is freed from the restraints of 

time and sex. When the book opens, Orlando is a sixteen 

year old boy living in the Elizabethan age. At the age of 

thirty, Orlando becomes a woman, and when the book closes, 

she is a thirty-six year old woman living in the late 1920s. 

Throughout the work, Woolf makes it clear that she is 

poking fun at the limitations of the traditional chronolog

ical form of the biography, which allows no room for the 

more subjective rendering of personality which is anti

thetical to the mechanical measuring of time in hours. 

"[T]he first duty of a biographer," she remarks drolly, 

"is to plod, without looking to right or left, in the in

delible footprints of truth; unenticed by flowers; regard

less of shade; on and on methodically till we fall plump 

into the grave and write finis on the tombstone above our 
9 

heads." In Orlando, the past is allowed to shape the 

present moment: 

. . . nature, who delights in muddle and mystery, so 
that even now (the first of November, 1927) we know 
not why we go upstairs, or why we come down again . . . 
has further complicated her task and added to our con
fusion by providing not only a perfect rag-bag of odds 
and ends within us—a piece of a policeman's trousers 
lying cheek by jowl with Queen Alexandra's wedding 
veil—but has contrived that the whole assortment shall 
be lightly stitched together by a single thread. Mem
ory runs her needle in and out, up and down, hither 
and thither. We know not what comes next, or what 
follows after. Thus, the most ordinary movement in 
the world, such as sitting down at a table and pulling 
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the inkstand towards one, may agitate a thousand odd, 
disconnected fragments, now bright, now dim, hanging 
and bobbing and dipping and flaunting, like the under-
linen of a family of fourteen on a line in a gale of 
wind. Instead of being a single, downright, bluff 
piece of work of which no man need feel ashamed, our 
commonest deeds are set about with a fluttering and --. 
flickering of wings, a rising and falling of lights. 

Consequently, a biography of Vita Sackville-West could 

embrace her ancestral heritage as a part of her twentieth-

century persona; and the personality of Woolfs friend was 

best conveyed by a free-spirited romp through the pageant 

of English history. Taken together, Orlando's various 

selves, past and present, give the reader a more saturated 

portrait of the final "Orlando" with which the book con

cludes. The past selves, male and female, are very much 

alive in the Orlando of the twentieth century: the present 

is tinged with a past that endures in memory and in the 

more lasting impressions of art, literature, and history. 

By the time that Woolf again set out to write her 

memoirs in 1939, then, she had a clearer image of the kind 

of work she could produce that would adequately express 

who she really was. Twelve years earlier she had recog

nized that the diary was an effective tool for recording 

the kinds of impressions that were important in capturing 

her own personality: 

Many scenes have come & gone unwritten, since it 
is today the 4th Sept, a cold grey blowy day, made 
memorable by the sight of a kingfisher, & by 'the 
spirit of delight'. 'Rarely rarely comest thou, 
spirit of delight'. That was I singing this time last 
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year; & sang so poignantly that I have never forgotten 
it, or my vision of a fin rising on a wide blank sea. 
No biographer could possibly guess this important fact 
about my life in the late summer of 1926: yet biog
raphers pretend they know people. (4 September 1927/ 
111:153) 

Because of this sense of ease and comfort with the diary 

form and her initial desire to make up a book of memoirs 

from her diary, it is no wonder that Woolf actually used 

the diary form for her final attempt at formal autobiog

raphical writing, "A Sketch of the Past." 

A glance at the second paragraph of this final memoir 

shows how closely its style is allied with the style of her 

diary and fiction. Here we find Woolfs written descrip

tion of her first memory resembling her actual perception 

of that experience—a recollection of scenes and sensory 

images recorded in her free-flowing prose style: 

This was of red and purple flowers on a black 
ground—my mother's dress; and she was sitting either 
in a train or in an omnibus, and I was on her lap. I 
therefore saw the flowers she was wearing very close; 
and can still see purple and red and blue, I think, 
against the black; they must have been anemones, I 
suppose. Perhaps we were going to St Ives; more prob
ably, for from the light it must have been evening, we 
were coming back to London. But it is more convenient 
artistically to suppose that we were going to St Ives, 
for that will lead to my other memory, which also 
seems to be my first memory, and in fact it is the 
most important of all my memories. If life has a base 
that it stands upon, if it is a bowl that one fills 
and fills and fills—then my bowl without a doubt 
stands upon this memory. It is of lying half asleep, 
half awake, in bed in the nursery at St Ives. It is 
of hearing the waves breaking, one, two, one, two, and 
sending a splash of water over the beach; and then 
breaking, one, two, one, two, behind a yellow blind. 
It is of hearing the blind draw its little acorn 
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across the floor as the wind blew the blind out. It is 
of lying and hearing this splash and seeing this light, 
and feeling, it is almost impossible that I should be 
here; of feeling the purest ecstasy I can conceive.H 

As Woolf continued writing this memoir, she began dating 

each portion that she wrote according to the day on which 

she was writing. This enabled her to include another di

mension—a sense of the past and the present intermingling, 

each one coloring the other. It was the form of a diary 

entry: 

19th July 1939. I was forced to break off again, 
and rather suspect that these breaks will be the end of 
this memoir. 

I was thinking about Stella [Duckworth, Woolfs 
half-sister] as we crossed the Channel a month ago. I 
have not given her a thought since. The past only 
comes back when the present runs so smoothly that it is 
like the sliding surface of a deep river. Then one 
sees through the surface to the depths. In those mo
ments I find one of my greatest satisfactions, not that 
I am thinking of the past; but that it is then that I 
am living most fully in the present. For the present 
when backed by the past is a thousand times deeper than 
the present when it presses so close that you can feel 
nothing else, when the film on the camera reaches only 
the eye.12 

Woolf had discovered a method which allowed her to describe 

both the inner and the outer life, so she could depict not 

only her life, but the way that it felt to her to experi

ence that life. It was a method which embraced the subjec

tive as a valid portion of experience and accepted the 

fluctuations in temperament that are a part of the elusive-

ness of the human personality. 

Woolf never completely finished writing a public 

memoir of her entire life, but this does not necessarily 
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mean that she left no autobiography. If we accept a 

broader view of the different genres of life-writing, the 

diary of Virginia Woolf is a legitimate autobiographical 

record, a serial autobiography that was written at regular 

intervals. In this era when newspapers, magazines, letters, 

and diaries are widely circulated and motion picture cam

eras and tape recorders can be aimed in any direction, 

life-writing can be enriched by accepting Woolfs idea that 

personality as well as events is the proper focus of the 

new biography and autobiography. Because of the diary's 

elastic shape, it is unequalled by any other type of life-

writing in its ability to leave the fingerprints of the 

living person on the page. When Woolf learned of the 

forthcoming publication of Boswell's diary, she stated, "I 

feel as if some dead person were said to be living after 

all—an odd effect, this disinterment of a mass more of 

Boswell when one had thought all was known, all settled" 

(30 June 1929/111:237-38). As readers we have the same 

reaction to Woolfs diary because other attempts to capture 

Woolf on paper fall short. The artful, scholarly biography 

of Virginia Woolf has yet to be written. Aileen Pippett's 

The Moth and the Star was written without access to Woolf's 

diary and correspondence; many of the "feminist" portraits 

(such as Phyllis Rose's Woman of Letters and Elaine 

Showalter's chapter on Woolf in A Literature of Their Own) 

seem to delight in pointing an accusing finger at her 
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professional insecurities, her dependence on Leonard Woolf, 

and her sexual "problems"; and Stephen Trombley's 'All That 

Summer She Was Mad' and Roger Poole's The Unknown Virginia 

Woolf appear more than a little overzealous in their at

tempt to make Leonard Woolf the tyrannical ogre and Virginia 

Woolf his helpless victim. Even Quentin Bell's Virginia 

Woolf, which was supposed to be the definitive biography, 

fails—largely because of Bell's inadequacies as a biog

rapher. In her carefully detailed and decidedly unfavor

able review of the Bell biography, Suzanne Henig questions 

his credentials: 

Chosen by Leonard Woolf because of the obvious 
relationship by blood to Virginia and because he grew 
up in Bloomsbury and knew the major participants in 
Virginia's life intimately, Quentin Bell however lacked 
the most obvious qualifications for such an important 
undertaking: a thorough knowledge, familiarity with 
and love of literature; objective distance; knowledge 
of research and scholarly principles and techniques, 
or even any formal academic training. All these limi
tations are too painfully obvious despite his willing
ness to become Virginia's biographer for the reason 
that he could not bear someone else doing it.̂ -̂  

These attempts to capture Woolfs life and character fail 

because they record a life lived, not a person living. 

Woolfs diary, on the other hand, is "a person with almost 

a face of its own" (28 December 1919/1:317). 

In Versions of the Self, John Morris, a theorist of 

autobiography, states that "all that is required of the 

autobiographer—it is a very large 'all'—is that his 

language and his design answer to the truth of his 
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experience." Given Woolfs view of character and life 

as presented in her fiction, her criticism, and her last 

memoir, her diary is an adequate expression of her percep

tion of the events of her life from 1915 to her death in 

1941. It gives the reader a sketch outline of a remarkably 

talented, multi-faceted woman who was both a rational pro

fessional and a sensitive creative artist; and because of 

the rich detail, it simultaneously projects a myriad of 

written impressions that allow the reader the pleasure of 

fitting the pieces together, filling in the outline with 

his own perception of her character. It is an expression 

that does not allow her to be stamped or stereotyped. 

Taken together, the fluid outline of personality, the 

moments of being and non-being, the continual interplay of 

past and present, and the ease of expression give the diary 

intrinsic value as a serial autobiography which success

fully conveys Woolfs sense of herself and her experience 

of life. The diary of Virginia Woolf is the kind of diary 

Woolf hoped to create—"[s]omething loose knit, & yet not 

slovenly, so elastic that it will embrace any thing. . . . 

[A] mould, transparent enough to reflect the light of our 

life, & yet steady, tranquil composed with the aloofness 

of a work of art" (20 April 1919/1:216). It i^ the 

definitive Woolf autobiography. 
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